Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to **Follow** the News area in order to receive email notifications.

## New collections

- **Provider: American Mathematical Society (AMS)**
  - AMS History of Mathematics 2021 (Vol 45)
  - AMS IAS/Park City Mathematics Inst Series 2021 (Vol 28)
  - AMS MAA Press: Dolciani Mathematical Expositions 2021 (Vol 57)
  - AMS MAA Press: Spectrum 2021 (Vol 101-102)
  - AMS MAA Press: The Carus Mathematical Monographs 2021 (Vol 37)

- **Provider: American Psychological Association (APA)**
  - APA Handbook of Consumer Psychology
  - APA Handbook of Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities

- **Provider: Bloomsbury Publishing (bloom)**
  - Bloomsbury Africa, Asia and Latin American Studies 2022
  - Bloomsbury Architecture 2022
  - Bloomsbury Art and Visual Culture 2022
  - Bloomsbury Biblical Studies 2022
  - Bloomsbury Classical Studies and Archaeology 2022
  - Bloomsbury Design 2022
  - Bloomsbury Drama Online Critical Studies and Performance Practice - UK ROW AUS CAN - Annual Update 2020
  - Bloomsbury Drama Online Oberon Books Collection ALL
  - Bloomsbury Drama Online Oberon Books Collection UK
  - Bloomsbury Drama Online Oberon Books Collection US CAN
  - Bloomsbury Drama Online Theatre Communications Group
  - Bloomsbury Education 2022
Bloomsbury Fashion 2022
Bloomsbury Film and Media Studies 2022
Bloomsbury Hart Publishing 2022
Bloomsbury History 2022
Bloomsbury Linguistics 2022
Bloomsbury Literary Studies 2022
Bloomsbury Middle East 2022
Bloomsbury Music and Sound Studies 2022
Bloomsbury Philosophy 2022
Bloomsbury Politics and International Relations 2022
Bloomsbury Professional Law 2022
Bloomsbury Religious Studies 2022
Bloomsbury Theology 2022

• Provider: Brill (brill)

2021 Brill Online Journal Collection Asian Studies
2022 Brill Online Journal Collection
2022 Brill Online Journal Collection Asian Studies
2022 Brill Online Journal Collection Biology
2022 Brill Online Journal Collection Humanities & Social Sciences
2022 Brill Online Journal Collection International Law and Human Rights
2022 Brill Online Journal Collection Languages, Linguistics and Literature
2022 Brill Online Journal Collection Middle East & Islamic Studies
2022 Brill Online Journal Collection Philosophy
2022 Brill Online Journal Collection Religious Studies
Brill Asian Studies E-Books Online, Collection 2022
Brill Biblical Studies, Ancient Near East and Early Christianity E-Books Online, Collection 2022
Brill Classical Studies E-Books Online, Collection 2022
Brill Early Modern History and Modern History E-Books Online, Collection 2022
Brill Human Rights and Humanitarian Law eBooks Online, Collection 2022
Brill Language and Linguistics E-Books Online, Collection 2022
Brill Late Antiquity and Medieval Studies E-Books Online, Collection 2022
Brill Literature and Cultural Studies E-Books Online, Collection 2022
Brill Middle East and Islamic Studies E-Books Online, Collection 2022
Brill Religious Studies, Theology and Philosophy E-Books Online, Collection 2022
Brill Social Sciences E-Books Online, Collection 2022

• Provider: Cambridge University Press (CUP)

Cambridge Companions Online: 2020 Full Collection
Cambridge Companions Online: 2020 Literature and Classics
Cambridge Companions Online: 2020 Music
Cambridge Companions Online: 2020 Philosophy and Religion
Cambridge eBooks without Partner Presses: Archive to end 2019 HSS Collection
Cambridge eBooks without Partner Presses: Archive to end 2019 Law
Cambridge eBooks without Partner Presses: Archive to end 2019 Mathematics
Cambridge eBooks without Partner Presses: Archive to end 2019 Medicine
Cambridge eBooks without Partner Presses: Archive to end 2019 Music
Cambridge eBooks without Partner Presses: Archive to end 2019 STM Collection
Cambridge Elements: 2020
Cambridge Elements: 2021
Cambridge Elements: 2022
Cambridge Elements: Archive to end 2019
Cambridge Histories Online: 2013
Cambridge Histories Online: 2015
Cambridge Histories Online: 2016
Cambridge Histories Online: 2022
Cambridge Histories Online: Archive to end 2019
Cambridge Journals: 2021 Agriculture Collection
Cambridge Journals: 2021 Business Collection
Cambridge Journals: 2021 Medical and Veterinary Collection
Cambridge Journals Digital Archive: 2021 Top up Collection
Cambridge Journals Digital Archive: 2022 Top up Collection
Cambridge Journals Digital Archive: All to end 2022 Full Collection
Cambridge Journals Digital Archive: All to end 2022 HSS Collection
Cambridge Journals Digital Archive: All to end 2022 STM Collection
Cambridge Partner Presses: 2021 Intersentia
Cambridge Partner Presses: 2022 Intersentia
Cambridge: Shakespeare Survey Online 2020
Cambridge: Shakespeare Survey Online 2021
Cambridge: Shakespeare Survey Online - Archive to end 2019

• Provider: Canadian Research Knowledge Network (CRKN)

RSC CRKN Journals Archive

• Provider: De Gruyter Online (deGruyter)

De Gruyter Academic Studies Press Complete eBook Package 2022
De Gruyter Amsterdam University Press Complete eBook-Package 2022
De Gruyter Connectivity and Society in Africa
De Gruyter Edinburgh University Press Complete eBook-Package 2016
De Gruyter Empires through the Ages in Global Perspective
De Gruyter Handbooks in Business, Economics and Finance
De Gruyter Harvard University Press Complete eBook-Package 2022
De Gruyter ISEAS Complete eBook-Package 2017
De Gruyter Management, Spirituality and Religion

https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/WorldShare_Collection_Manager/WorldCat_knowledge_base_data_updat...
Project Muse 2022 Poetry, Fiction and Creative Non-Fiction
Project Muse 2022 Philosophy and Religion
Project Muse 2022 Political Science and Policy Studies
Project Muse 2022 Psychology
Project Muse 2022 Public Health and Health Policy
Project Muse 2022 Russian and East European Studies
Project Muse 2022 Science, Technology and Media
Project Muse 2022 US Regional Studies, Midwest
Project Muse 2022 US Regional Studies, New England and Mid Atlantic
Project Muse 2022 US Regional Studies, South
Project Muse 2022 US Regional Studies, West
Project Muse Premium Plus Package

- Provider: SAGE (SAGE)

America Votes Backfile 2022
Congress and the Nation Backfile 2022
Political Handbook of the World Backfile 2022
Political Handbook of the World Backfile Supplement 2022
SAGE Books Health and Social Care Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge 2017-2021 Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Business and Management Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Criminology Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Education Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Geography Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Health and Social Care Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Media and Communication Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Politics and International Relations Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Psychology Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books and Reference Sociology Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books Business and Management Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books Corwin Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books Counselling and Psychotherapy Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books Criminology Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books Education Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books Geography Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books Media and Communication Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books Politics and International Relations Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books Psychology Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Books Sociology Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Complete Books and Reference Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Complete Books Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Complete Reference Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Reference Criminology Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Reference Education Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Reference Health and Social Care Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Historic Documents Backfile 1972-2020 2022
SAGE Knowledge Middle Eastern Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Reference Business and Management Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Reference Geography Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Reference Politics and International Relations Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Reference Psychology Collection 2022
SAGE Knowledge Video: Business and Management 2022
SAGE Knowledge Video: Business and Management Update 2022
SAGE Knowledge Video: EBA 2022
SAGE Knowledge Video: Nursing Update 2022
SAGE Reference Counselling and Psychotherapy Collection 2022
SAGE Video Counseling and Psychotherapy Collection 2022
SAGE Video Counseling and Psychotherapy Collection Update 2022

• Provider: Springer Nature (springerlink)

Springer Nature Australia/New Zealand Medical 2022
Springer Nature Australia/New Zealand ADIS Medical 2022

• Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Annual Collection 2022
Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Chemistry 2022
Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Environmental Science & Engineering 2022
Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Mathematics 2022
Taylor & Francis ERGONOMICSnetBASE 2022
Taylor & Francis HEALTHCAREnetBASE 2022
Taylor & Francis HOMELANDSECURITYnetBASE 2022
Taylor & Francis OCCUP-HEALTHandSAFETYnetBASE 2022
Taylor & Francis MININGENGINEERINGnetBASE 2022
Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Annual Collection 2022
Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Geography 2022
Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Health & Social Care 2022
Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Philosophy 2022
Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Religion 2022
Taylor & Francis Routledge Handbooks: Research Methods 2022
Taylor & Francis VETnetBASE 2022
New cooperatively contributed collections

• *** Digital Oregon Government Publications (global.58976.10) – contributed by State Library of Oregon
• *** DTL OA Stanford University dissertations (psychology) (global.215387.512) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA University of Reading Open Access Dissertations (Religious studies related) (global.215387.513) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA University of Winchester Open Access Dissertations (Religious studies related) (global.215387) – contributed by Digital Theological Library

*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.

Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections, we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist. Not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection.

• Provider: Hogrefe Publishing (hogrefe)
  Discontinued Collection: Hogrefe eLibrary Paket Pflege, Gesundheitswesen (COVID-19 Offer) (hogrefe.ebookshealth)
  Discontinued Collection: Hogrefe eLibrary Paket Psychologie, Psychiatrie, Psychotherapie (COVID-19 Offer) (hogrefe.ebookspsy)
  • Provider: JSTOR (jstor)
    Discontinued Collection: JSTOR Journal Hosting Program

Discontinued Collection: Flipster (global.57108.13)
Select this collection instead: Flipster (EBSCOhost.eon)
Provider: EBSCOhost (EBSCOhost)

Discontinued Collection: Massachusetts Medical Society (openly.jsCate.massmed)
Provider: Massachusetts Medical Society
Select this collection instead: Massachusetts Medical Society (highwire.massmed)
Provider: Highwire Press
Statistics

656 providers
21,150 collections
60,653,989 records